Equine Photographers
Network
Spring 2021 Workshop Newsletter
Welcome to our Spring 2021 edition of the Equine Photographers Network
round-up of workshops. If you love horses and photography like we do, you
are sure to find an adventure awaiting you below.

Photograph the Camargue White Horses
Camargue, France
April 28 - May 2 & October 20 - 24 or 27 - 31
Join photographer Patrice Aguilar in the village of
Les Saintes Maries de la mer in the south of
France for an amazing adventure photographing
the famous Camargue white horses. Offering
eight sessions with horses on the beach and in
the sea, in the ponds and marshes and on land
with a team of professional guardians (riders
from Camargue). This is an opportunity to photograph the Camargue Horses in
the best conditions. We guarantee lots of fun, as well as spectacular images!
It will be also possible to photograph young foals with their mothers in spring
season as well as stallions fighting! Each session will occur early in the
morning or late in the afternoon in order to get the best light.
More info . .
.

Onaqui
Utah Wild Horse Photo Workshop
June 4 - 7 or September 3 - 6, 2021
Join Lisa Dearing for 4 days of
photographing the beautiful and diverse
Onaqui wild horses of Utah. This is one
of the most dynamic, colorful and
easiest herds of wild horses to
photograph. They number around 350
and are divided into various bands that live within a large high desert valley rich
in wildlife and scenic diversity. The bands of wild horses include mares, foals,
and stallions, which frequently overlap with each other forming larger herds.
This photo safari is limited to 5 people to keep the group small so the

experience will be relaxed and more focused on learning. We will be driving on
good dirt/gravel roads in the Onaqui Herd Area and also be hiking short
distances of less than a mile on foot to access the horses. We will be
photographing in the early morning and late afternoon to capture the good light
and follow the movement of many bands of wild horses. We will safely and
unobtrusively photograph many wild horses but be ready for lots of action!
Workshop participants will also be able to see and enjoy the beauty and
diversity of the Onaqui HA/HMA, which is rich in other wildlife and scenic
attractions.
More info . .
.

Montana Adventure Photography
Tour and Workshop
Crazy Mountains, Montana
June 6 - 12, 2021
Join landscape, nature, wildlife, and
adventure photographer Jake Kielbus for
6 days and nights during an epic
photography workshop. Our destination is
historic Sweet Grass Ranch nestled in one of the most scenic settings outside
of Big Timber, Montana in the Crazy Mountains. It’s truly a photographers
dream; a landscape of paradise. If you have the desire to progress at
landscape, wildlife, horse and astrophotography, then this remote retreat is
perfect for you!
Jake will be instructing and leading up to 10 participants during this prime time
photography season in the Crazy Mountains of Montana. Jake’s main purpose
is to share with eager photographers how to cultivate their own creativity. Your
level of photography experience is second to your desire for learning and
practicing. There will be ample shooting opportunities to photograph
sensational sunrises and sunsets, atmospheric landscapes, beautiful horses
and the Milky Way. Jake takes great care in selection of the best lighting
locations as he has been photographing the area for 9 years! In class postprocessing techniques will be taught each and every day as well. Sweet Grass
Ranch is a magical destination; a place where wild horses run free and open
space is endless.
More info . .
.

Willow Creek Ranch, Wyoming Photo
Workshop with Adam Jahiel
June 20 - 26 & September 17 - 23, 2021
Join Adam Jahiel for a 5-day workshop at

the Willow Creek Ranch at The Hole-In-TheWall, near Kaycee, Wyoming, on a 57,000
acre working cattle ranch. The ranch
features the 70-mile long Red Wall, Butch
Cassidy’s hideout, canyons and beautiful
vistas. The famous Johnson County cattle
wars took place on this ranch, and it is rich in
history.
The workshop is limited to 8 people. There
are non-stop photo opportunities, whether
you shoot horses, people, or landscapes.
Any skill level, from beginners to
professionals, will flourish here. The workshop is all about seeing, and working
with light.
More info . .
.

High Sierra on Horseback
Wilderness Photography
Adventure
Sierra Nevada Mountains
August 3 - 7 & August 10 - 14,
2021
Sharpen your skills and expand
your creative vision on this
intensive 5 day mountain photography adventure! Our equine companions will
do the heavy lifting as we ride deep into the John Muir wilderness.
Landscapes, Night photography and Macro photography are all part of our
agenda.
More info . .
.

Photo Encaustic Equine Workshop
Eatons’ Ranch, Bighorn Mountains,
Wyoming
September 11 – 17, 2021
Turn your horse images into unique
artwork.
This is a one-of-a-kind experience to
photograph horses and create objects of
art all in one workshop.

This 5-day, 6-night workshop is unlike any other as it incorporates shooting,
editing, and spending hands on time in a studio creating paintings with your
images, beeswax, and pigments. Learn more about the artist process of adding
beeswax and pigments.
We’ll be up early with over 200 horses as they are wrangled in from the
mountain pasture. We’ll be riding and shooting in the mornings and working in
the studio in the afternoon and evenings. There will be plenty of opportunities
to create images of horses at liberty, cowboys/cowgirls and western life.This
fully immersive artistic experience is designed to accommodate all levels of
photographers.
In this workshop you’ll get out of your normal routine and completely shift your
perspective on turning your horse images into unique artwork that draws
people to your image. It’s been a long year and it’s time to get away, to play,
and expand your artistic vision by immersing yourself with like-minded artists in
an amazingly beautiful setting.
More info . .
.

High Sierra Fall Colors on
Horseback Photography
Adventure
Sierra Nevada Mountains
September 24 - 27, 2021
Explore and photograph the
magnificent Sierra Nevada in
its most splendid season while
our equine companions do the
heavy lifting. Join a small group of like-minded photo enthusiasts on this
intensive 4 day photography adventure as we explore this gorgeous corner of
the John Muir Wilderness.
More info . .
.

Rodeo Western Lifestyle
Photography Workshop
Decatur and Wise County, Texas
October 6 - 10, 2021
Texas Vision is a new type of
photography adventure with an old
West twist. Decatur and Wise County
are a breeding ground for professional
rodeo cowboys.This is the home of
several world champions and NFR

qualifiers, some of which you will have the pleasure of photographing at the
workshop.
Each day will be a combination of class instruction, review of images and
shooting rodeo and western lifestyle. You will even take part in a sunset chuck
wagon dinner on the ranch. You will experience shooting action, lifestyle,
portraits and day to day life on a working ranch. The skills learned can be
applied to all areas of photography.
More info . .
.

The Ultimate Western Lifestyle
Photography Workshop
Northern Idaho,
October 7 - 10, 2021
Join us for a memorable Western Lifestyle
Photography workshop, in the beautiful
mountains of Northern Idaho at Western
Pleasure Guest Ranch. We will take
advantage of the natural beauty of the area
during prime Fall color and the gorgeous
light North Idaho has to offer while
photographing authentic cowboys and cowgirls on this fifth-generation ranch.
You will be fully immersed in the western lifestyle while you stay and learn how
to photograph everything this lifestyle has to offer.
Your instructor, Amy Peterson, is a graduate of the Rocky Mountain School of
Photography and a Certified Professional Photographer. This workshop is
geared for everyone from amateurs to professional photographers. If you are
looking to improve your photo skills, fine-tune specific areas, and go back
home to apply your enhanced skills, or just want to get a true western
experience while enjoying northern hospitality during a once in a lifetime
relaxing photographic vacation then this is for you!
More info . .
.

Terri Cage North Texas Equine
Photography Workshop
Wildwood Ranch, Whitesboro, Texas
October 21 - 24, 2021
This three-day workshop will be held in the North
Texas Horse Country with several photo sessions
designed for you to learn new techniques, give you
portfolio opportunities and some creative styled
shoots. There will be a good variety of humans and

horses together and horse only sessions. During
the first photo session, Terri will give demos,
explain settings, workflow and other details and will
be available to answer any questions. Terri’s goal is
for participants to leave the workshop with the skills
and confidence to do their own photo shoot.

More info . .
.

Learn online anytime with these EPnet
on demand classes with Terri Cage
Horses and Humans
Black Backgrounds
Social Media
Work at your own pace with these popular classes
taught by Terri Cage. Whether your interest is in
learning how to market through social media, make
dramatic images where horses stand out from the
background or learn how to capture the emotion in the relationship between
horses and humans, Terri will help you with demonstrations and videos.

More info . .
.

Workshops listings are for the benefit of members and friends. All arrangements are between attendee
and workshop organizer. The Equine Photographer Network has no control or interest in any workshop
that it is not directly sponsoring.

EPNet Quick Links
Visit our new website • Member Directory
Image/Job Request • Join EPNet • Contact Us








